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I have lots of interests outside of school. Where
to start? I love the outdoors. My favourite days
are spent with my family walking and playing
with our dog, Layla. I run with a club as I like to
meet new people and enjoy a good chat as I run!
I also enjoy anything creative, art is my favourite
subject in school. At home I love nothing better
than to get out my sewing machine or have a
day creating new dishes in my kitchen with my
two children as well as a great big mess, but
that’s half the fun! I can easily get lost in a good
book and adore stories and theatre. So that’s a
little bit about me!

I currently teach Year 2 as well as being Deputy
Head teacher. This means I often work with Mrs
Burgess in helping her to decide important things
in school.
As well as that I am a parent, as both of my
children, Euan and Cara come to St. Patrick’s.
This means they keep me on my toes about what
it’s like to be a pupil and parent at St. Patrick’s! I
am in a very privileged position as I get to see
things as a teacher, a mammy and a child.
I teach Forest School and I’m looking forward to
taking you outside for lots of outdoor learning.

EXPECTATIONS IN YEAR 2
In Year 2 children will move from small
group learning to whole class learning.
They will still have the opportunity to
choose as the class will be set up with
areas as it was in Year 1. However the
majority of teaching and learning takes
place as a whole class approach.
Children are expected to become more
independent, taking more responsibility for
their equipment, as well as themselves.

Most sentences will have capital letters and
full stops.
Learn to use a ?
Know 2x, 5x 10 x tables and division facts
Recall and use addition and subtraction facts
to 20
Derive and use related facts to 100
Begin to join handwriting
Use commas in a list and the apostrophe for
contraction e.g. isn’t
Read with greater fluency. Talk about plot
characters and books they enjoy.
Tell the time to five minutes including quarter
past and to the hour

THE CURRICULUM IN YEAR 2

TOPICS
The children will begin the year building on their learning from
Year 1. There will be a particular emphasis on phonics and
reading. In English the children will have a range of opportunities
to develop their writing skills using topics that interest them and
‘hook’ them in.
Maths puts important emphasis on the four operations of
number as well as working on problem solving.
Our science topics offer the opportunity for plenty of hands on
experiments. The majority of our science curriculum has
previously taken place outside and I hope it will continue as
much as possible in the same way this year.
Our topics allow us to get really absorbed in an engaging and
exciting way. What superhero will you be? Which habitats do
minibeasts prefer?
You can research your very own choice of island and tell the class
all about it.

Aut 1: British
Wildlife-Habitats
Aut 2-Great Fires!
Spring 1-Superheroes
Spring 2-Knights and
Princesses
Summer 1-Textile
Detectives
Summer 2-Islands

Expectation:
Children will come into school in their
PE kits on the days when they have PE
lessons. PE kit must be school green PE
shorts and yellow polo shirt. Children
can wear black jogging bottoms over
their shorts but these will be removed
for PE. The jogging bottoms are only for
keeping warm and not to be worn for
PE. PE kit is part of our whole school
uniform and therefore expectations are
the same as the rest of the week.

Y2
Jogging bottoms –
Only plain black jogging bottoms the same as the ones in the
photo (available from the 'My Clothing' website - or
equivalent). They must be jersey / sweatshirt material and have
no logo or stripes or other colour on them and be BLACK
ONLY. (No navy or grey).

KS1 School
Bag

What is Forest School?
Forest School is an exciting
opportunity for your child to
experience nature and learn
outdoors. At forest school the children
learn from first-hand experience and
develop skills like perseverance,
independence and responsibility.
These are all skills that will help them
to achieve more when they are back
in the classroom.

We go to Forest School for a
whole morning every week.
The children experience a mixture of
'Forest School' activities and learning
based on our school curriculum that
we believe can be taught much
better outside in order to aid 'sticky'
learning, that is: learning that 'sticks'.

Building confidence through tree climbing, cooking
over the fire and using tools.

Maths, Science and Art is even
better when you do it outdoors!

Reading Record
Subject to the lifting of restrictions, we will be returning to a paper version of a
reading record instead of using Purple Mash. However, we will be retaining the
use of Purple Mash and will revert to it as necessary.
Your child will be expected to read at least three times at home and this will be
recorded in the Reading Record each time. These will be checked on a Friday
and a raffle ticket will be awarded for 3 completed reading sessions. A prize
will be drawn at the end of each half-term for a lucky winner.
Please ensure the Reading Record is in your child’s bag each day along with
their reading books to enable us to read with your child in school and record it.

To make sure that you
are really ready for
Year Two, spend some
time on these tasks.

Read regularly. Try to read at least 2 books a week.
Practise spelling all words from the Y1 list (see the final page)
Make sure you know your 10 x tables and begin to learn your
5x tables.
Make sure you know pairs of numbers that make 100.
Make sure you’re really confident with column addition,
subtraction and multiplication.

HAVE FUN!

YEAR 1
Spelling
Words

a
full

are ask be by come do
friend
go
has
he
here his
I
is
love
me my
no of once one our
pull
push
said
says
school she so
some the there they to today was
were where
you your

house
put

we

